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Periscope was the winning entry in
the 10Up! architecture competition,
sponsored by the Young Architects
Forum of Atlanta. The competition called
for entries that could be constructed in
twenty-four hours within a ten-foot by

ten-foot plot. No height limit was given.
Taking advantage of this oversight, the
form of the tower inverts the structural
rhetoric of what appears to be a tensile
fabric lifted by impossibly thin compression rods. In reality, the sixty-foot tall

tower is constructed of extruded polystyrene foam blocks that were robotically
cut, stacked, and then placed in compression by tension cables that lash the very
large and wind-prone installation to a
heavy, stabilizing foundation.
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Pongo is a curved translation of the
twisted-stick coatrack typology—forming
a continuous, plastic, and voluptuous
object of affection. Belly buttons occur
around holes where bolts will cinch the
sticks together. These devices make the

assembly process visible, while maintain- instructions, while packing nicely for
ing an ambiguous impression of flesh-like shipping when disassembled.
forms. The three sticks wrap around
one another in such a way that the bolts
align with the neighboring parts, making
assembly a simple task that requires no
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La Voûte de LeFevre is a mashup of
ancient stereotomic vault construction
with contemporary computation and
advanced fabrication. The vault is a
compression-only structure calculated
through a custom simulation program to

determine how large each unit’s opening
should be in order to adjust its mass in
relation to its neighbors. The project
translates past methods of fabrication
into contemporary culture. The purpose
of this research is not to revert to an

antiquated architecture, but to re-engage
a problem that may be unfamiliar in contemporary culture. This terrain produces
something new, an architecture that is
somehow ancient yet contemporary,
heavy yet light, familiar yet alien.
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